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Abstract

We propose a new topological data structure for representing a set of polygonal curves embedded in a meshed surface. In this embedding, the vertices of the curve do not necessarily correspond to the vertices of the surface. The partition of the surface yielded by the intersecting curves is efficiently represented as a "cut-graph". The cut-graph stores combinatorial information of the network of curves. In our approach, the combinatorial form of information is systematically preferred to geometrical information since it improves both robustness and efficiency.

Thanks to the topological data structure and algorithms, the cut-graph can be sketched through iterations of designing and erasing curves on the mesh surface in a "non-destructive" way, i.e. without modifying the mesh until the cutting operation is committed.

We also demonstrate several prototype curve design tools inspired by 2D vector and bitmap graphics paradigms. We show how to sketch the cut-graph and how these tools can be mixedly used.

1. Introduction

With the fast evolution in Computer Graphics and Digital Geometry Processing, mesh cutting serves no longer only to simple tasks such as splitting a mesh into two components or trimming a mesh, but also plays a very important and essential role in "higher-level" mesh processing operations such as segmentation[25][26], intelligent scissoring[19] and boolean operators. Quite often, these mesh processing operations can improve the result of some advanced techniques such as automatic texture atlas generation[21], geometry images[11] and making papercraft toys from meshes[23] which require mesh segmentation, or constructive solid geometry (CSG) which requires boolean operators. Therefore, a good mesh cutting technique is very important.

Mesh cutting (see [3] for a survey of mesh cutting techniques) is one of the most fundamental operators of mesh editing. It serves as the infrastructural building block for the more complicated mesh processing operations. Either automatic or semi-automatic, this operator needs to know where the mesh should be cut or trimmed. This information should be passed to the operator as a "cut-graph" which stores the embedding of cutting curves and the topology of the curves. To obtain a complex cut-graph, one should be allowed to sketch this cut-graph with iterations of drawing and erasing. The cut-graph can be seen as a planar map[1][9] embedded in a meshed surface. Similarly, the sketching of the cut-graph on meshes can be seen as "map sketching"[1][9] on a 3D mesh. The map sketching paradigm has been proposed to facilitate convenient interactive graphics design on 2D. We propose data structure and algorithms to facilitate sketching the cut-graph on meshed surface so as to extend this paradigm from 2D graphics design to 3D mesh editing.

To design a cutting curve, the most straightforward and convenient way may be to design it along the edges of the mesh, which means that vertices of the graph correspond to the vertices of the surface. However, this yields jaggy borders of the cut mesh. The cutting result is especially unpleasant if the original mesh is irregular and coarse (the
black path shown in Figure 2-C). Despite the low complexity of this approach, it is not preferred. Therefore, in order to obtain smooth cut borders, one needs an embedding which allows to design a cutting curve whose vertices do not necessarily correspond to the vertices of the mesh.

Moreover, in order to enable to sketch a cut-graph more complex than a simple curve (see Figure 5), one needs incremental insertion of new cutting curves, i.e. with every cutting curve designed, new intersections between this new curve and the exiting cut-graph should be dynamically found and updated in the cut-graph. Then, through iterations of design and erasing, one obtains the desired cut graph. Sketching a cut-graph on a non-planar mesh is complicated since it requires a representation of the way the curve is embedded on the mesh. Moreover, from an interaction point of view, designing curves on a mesh is non-trivial.

1.1. Motivation

Though many studies have been done to do mesh cutting[3], few studies address the problem of finding a good topological data structure which facilitates both the embedding of curves and the sketching of a cut-graph on the mesh.

Our goal is to facilitate mesh cutting by providing a framework to sketch the cut-graph on meshes. The framework consists of two main parts as follows:

- **Topological data structure and algorithms**: provide a robust and efficient embedding of cutting curves on the mesh and allow sketching by computing the cut-graph incrementally (this part will be detailed in Section 3),
- **Interactive curve design tools**: provide efficient and convenient ways, which require the least intervention of the users, to design cutting curves. Thanks to the incremental computation of the cut-graph, one can sketch the cut-graph by mixedly using different curve design tools (this part will be detailed in Section 4).

2. Previous Work

2.1. Curve design on mesh

Kanai and Suzuki[13] design curves on meshed surface by linking two consecutive vertices of the curve by their shortest path (which will be introduced in Section 2.2) over the mesh. This is equivalent to linking two points in 2D by a straight line. Their shortest path algorithm does not find an exact solution. Hofer and Pottmann[12] proposed a spline-based method which gives more freedom to fit a curve to user-selected vertices by controlling the tension of the curve by a parameter $w$. Increasing $w$ draws the resulting curve to the curve composed by the shortest path segments (whose tension is maximum). The introduction of tension gives smoother curves by interpolating all the curve vertices and reduces the number of curve vertices.

In our work, we adapted a method to design curves similar to the one of Kanai and Suzuki[13]. We did not adapt the spline-based method for the sake of brevity (However, this can be easily adapted to our structure).

2.2. Geodesic and shortest path problem

A geodesic is a locally length-minimizing curve. In the plane, the geodesics are straight lines. On the sphere, the geodesics are arcs of the great circles. Here, we are only interested in finding a geodesic between two points on a triangulated mesh. Hofer and Pottmann[12] proposed a method which finds the geodesic between points using energy-minimized splines on a triangulated mesh.

Sometimes, one needs not only a geodesic between two points but also needs it to be the shortest geodesic (which will be called shortest path henceforth, see Figure 2-A)), for instance, to do texture synthesis on surface[27].

Many algorithms are proposed to do so which can be categorized into exact methods and approximate methods.

**Exact solution**: Mitchel et al.[24] and Kapoor[15] used wavefront propagation method to compute shortest path with a complexity of $O(n^2 \log n)$ and $O(n \log^2 n)$ respectively, where $n$ is the number of vertices. These methods fall into the Dijkstra paradigm; Chen and Han[5] proposed non-Dijkstra method which finds shortest path on a polyhedral surface convex or non-convex, with or without border. This algorithm works by unfolding the facets of the mesh. Although it has a $O(n^2)$ complexity, it is considered to be the only feasible exact method due to its simple concept.

**Approximate methods**: Kanai and Suzuki[13] proposed an algorithm that computes the shortest path of a discrete weighted graph simplified from the original mesh. Then, this path is refined within a certain neighbourhood.
shortest path found depends a lot on the first approximated path; Kimmel and Sethian[17] proposed a method which runs in $O(n \log n)$. However, it can be quite inaccurate even in planar surface. Kirsanov et al.[18] proposed an approximate method which runs also in the same time complexity as Kimmel and Sethian[17] but guarantees exact solution. Therefore, we introduce a heuristic that uses exact methods and significantly reduces the computational time, do not always compute a satisfactory accurate solution. Therefore, we introduce a heuristic that uses exact methods and significantly reduces the computational time by confining the search region for the shortest path to a subset of triangles. This heuristic will be detailed in Section 4.2.1.

### 3. Data Structure and Algorithms

This section introduces our data structure that represents a cut-graph embedded in a polygonal surface. We identify several classes of cut-graph/surface relations, and present algorithms for enforcing one-to-one correspondence from a weakly embedded graph. We show then how to use this algorithm to port the map sketching paradigm[1][9] to meshed surfaces, and incrementally construct the cut-graph.

#### 3.1. Definitions

**Abstract cellular complex** This section gives the classic definitions and notations for abstract cellular complexes. The reader is referred to [22] for more details.

- let $\Gamma$ be a finite set. The elements of $\Gamma$ are called the cells of $\Gamma$;
- let $\leq$ be a strictly partial order on $\Gamma$, i.e. a reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive relation. The relation $\leq$ is referred to as the bounding relation;
- consider the function $\text{dim} : \gamma \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ characterized by: $\forall \gamma, \gamma' \in \Gamma \times \Gamma, \gamma \leq \gamma' \implies \text{dim}(\gamma) < \text{dim}(\gamma')$ The function $\text{dim}$ is called the order function. A cell $\gamma$ such that $\text{dim}(\gamma) = k$ is called a $k$-cell, and $k$ is called the dimension of $\gamma$;
- the function $\text{dim}$ yields a partition of $\Gamma$ into $\Gamma^0 \ldots \Gamma^n$ defined by: $\forall \gamma \in \Gamma^k, \text{dim}(\gamma) = k$. The maximum dimension $n$ is called the dimension of the cellular complex $\Gamma$;
- the boundary $B(\gamma)$ of a cell $\gamma$ is defined by: $B(\gamma) = \{ \gamma' \in \Gamma | \gamma' \neq \gamma \text{ and } \gamma' \leq \gamma \}$

**Alternative** The exact methods are generally computationally expensive. This prevents them from being used in interactive applications especially when the meshed model is large. The approximate methods, in spite of the improved computational time, do not always compute a satisfactory accurate solution. Therefore, we introduce a heuristic that uses exact methods and significantly reduces the computational time by confining the search region for the shortest path to a subset of triangles. This heuristic will be detailed in Section 4.2.1.

![Figure 3. The $em^*$ function: to find the embedding of a segment of the cut-graph $\Gamma$ (bold segment), we first find in which cells its vertices are embedded, and compute the intersection of the stars of those cells (dashed zones).](image)

- the star $\gamma^*$ of a cell $\gamma$ is defined by:
  $\gamma^* = \{ \gamma' \in \Gamma | \gamma \leq \gamma' \}$
- a geometric realization of $\Gamma$ is an isomorphism putting $\Gamma$ in correspondence with a set of open sets $\Gamma'$. The order relation $\leq$ is translated to $\Gamma'$ as follows:
  $\gamma_1 \leq \gamma_2 \iff \gamma_1' \in \partial \gamma_2'$
  where $\partial \gamma_2'$ denotes the border of $\gamma_2$. The geometric realization is said to be conform if the geometric cells of $\Gamma'$ are disjoint.

**Line embedded in a surface** To represent a cut-graph embedded in a surface, we use two abstract cellular complexes and one relation connecting them:

- the cut-graph can be represented by a 1-dimensional cellular complex $\Gamma = (\Gamma^0, \Gamma^1, \leq)$;
- the surface can be represented by a 2-dimensional cellular complex $\Sigma = (\Sigma^0, \Sigma^1, \Sigma^2, \subseteq)$;
- the cells of the cut-graph are connected with the cells of the surface by an inclusion relation $\subseteq$ defined on $\Gamma \times \Sigma$.

Note that if the geometric realization is conform, we have:

$\forall \sigma_1, \sigma_2 \neq \sigma_1 \in \Sigma \times \Sigma, \sigma_1 \cap \sigma_2 = \emptyset$

then, for all $\gamma \in \Gamma$, we have at most one $\sigma \in \Sigma$ such that $\gamma \subseteq \sigma$. As a consequence, it is natural to represent the relation $\subseteq$ by the function $em : \Gamma \rightarrow \Sigma \cup \{\emptyset\}$, defined by:

$em(\gamma) = \sigma$ where $\gamma \subseteq \sigma$ if $\sigma$ exists

$em(\gamma) = \emptyset$ otherwise
The function $em$ will be referred to as the embedding function in what follows. We now suppose that the embedding function $em$ is combinatorially represented at the vertices of $\Gamma$. From an implementation point of view, we suppose that each vertex of $\Gamma$ has a pointer to a cell of $\Sigma$. For instance, if the cut-graph $\Gamma$ was manually digitized on the surface $\Sigma$, the system stores in each vertex of $\Gamma$ which cell of $\Sigma$ was picked. Our goal is now to answer the following questions:

1. from the definition of $em$ over the vertices of $\Gamma$, how can we deduce the definition of $em$ over all the other cells of $\Gamma$? In other words, can we find in which cells of $\Sigma$ the edges of $\Gamma$ are embedded?

2. what are the combinatorial conditions of validity which make this extension of $em$ possible?

3. from an invalid configuration, how can we define an algorithm that enforces these conditions?

To answer these questions, we consider the function $em^* : \Gamma \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\Sigma)$ defined by:

$$em^*(\gamma) = \bigcap \{em(\gamma') | \gamma' \in B(\gamma) \cap \Gamma^0\}$$

Intuitively, $em^*(\gamma)$ computes the embeddings of all the vertices of $\gamma$, and intersects the stars of all those embeddings. Trivially, from the definition of $em^*$, we have:

$$\forall \sigma \in em^*(\gamma), \gamma \subseteq (\sigma \cup B(\sigma))$$

Figure 3 shows what the $em^*$ function looks like for certain cases. The two vertices of the cut-graph (black dots) are embedded in cells of the surface. The stars of those two cells are displayed using two different hashing styles. The intersection is shown using crossed hashes.

However, as can be seen in the examples shown in Figure 3-B and C, $em^*(\gamma)$ may contain too many cells. To determine the prolongation $\bar{em}(\gamma)$ of $em$, i.e. to find the cell of $\Sigma$ in which $\gamma$ is embedded, we need to filter-out the cells $\sigma$ of $em^*(\gamma)$ such that $\gamma \subseteq B(\sigma)$. This can be easily done by finding the cell of minimum dimension in $em^*(\gamma)$:

$$\bar{em}(\gamma) = em(\gamma) \text{ if } \gamma \in \Gamma^0$$

$$\bar{em}(\gamma) = \sigma \in em^*(\gamma) \text{ such that }$$

$$\dim(\sigma) = \min \{\dim(\tau) | \tau \in em^*(\gamma)\}$$

$$\text{if } em^*(\gamma) \neq \emptyset,$$

$$\bar{em}(\gamma) = \emptyset \text{ otherwise}$$

In examples C and D in Figure 3, $em^*(\gamma)$ contains two facets and one segments. Selecting the cell of lowest dimension enables the segment to be retrieved. Note that the so-defined $\bar{em}(\gamma)$ is unique, else this would contradict the conformity assumption ($\Sigma$ would have two intersecting cells). This extension $\bar{em}$ of the $em$ function answers question 1.

Now we want to answer question 2, e.g. identify the invalid configurations. As shown in Figure 6-A, a segment $\gamma$ of $\Gamma$ cannot be embedded in a cell $\sigma$ of $\Sigma$ if its extremities are embedded in two cells $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$ that are "too far away", i.e. if we cannot find a cell $\sigma$ in $\Sigma$ such that $\sigma_1, \sigma_2 \in (B(\sigma) \cup \{\sigma\})^2$. This condition also corresponds to $em^*(\gamma) = \emptyset$.

The other invalid configuration occurs when the cut-graph $\Gamma$ is non-conform (Figure 6-B). Note that if we got a non-conform cut-graph we have two segments $\gamma_1 \neq \gamma_2$ and $\gamma_1 \cap \gamma_2 \neq \emptyset$. If $\bar{em}$ is defined, we know that the two segments are embedded in the same cell $\sigma$ of $\Sigma$, i.e. $\bar{em}(\gamma_1) = \bar{em}(\gamma_2) = \sigma$, and that the intersection $\gamma_1 \cap \gamma_2$ is embedded in $\sigma$. This will be used later to facilitate the computation of $\gamma_1 \cap \gamma_2$. 

---

**Figure 4. Classes of cut-graph/surface relations.** A: weakly-embedded cut-graph; B: strongly-embedded cut-graph; C: realized cut-graph; D: cut surface
The domain of definition of the embedding function $\tilde{e}m$ makes it possible to distinguish three different classes of cut-graph/surface relations. We say that the cut-graph is:

- **weakly embedded** (Figure 4-A) if the function $\tilde{e}m$ is defined at the vertices only;
- **strongly embedded** (Figure 4-B) if the function $\tilde{e}m$ is defined at the vertices and the segments, i.e. $\forall \gamma \in \Gamma, \tilde{e}m(\gamma) \neq \emptyset$;
- **realized** (Figure 4-C) if the cells of $\gamma$ are embedded in cells of the same dimension in $\Sigma$, i.e. $\forall \gamma \in \Gamma, \text{dim}(\tilde{e}m(\gamma)) = \text{dim}(\gamma)$.

Using these notions, it is possible to answer question 3, by designing an algorithm that enforces the realized condition from a weakly embedded and possibly non-conform cut-graph:

1. **ensure strong embedding**
   For all $\gamma \in \Gamma^1$ such that $\tilde{e}m(\gamma) = \emptyset$, replace $\gamma$ with the geodesic traced on $\Sigma$ that links the two extremities of $\gamma$.

2. **ensure conformity of cut-graph**
   - 2.1 For all $\sigma$ in $\Sigma^0$, merge all the vertices of $\Gamma$ embedded in $\sigma$.
   - 2.2 For all $\sigma$ in $\Sigma^1$, sort the vertices of $\Gamma$ embedded in $\sigma$ along $\sigma$.
   - 2.3 For all $\sigma$ in $\Sigma^2$, intersect all the edges of $\Gamma$ embedded in $\sigma$ (using a line-sweeping algorithm).

3. **realize the cut-graph in the surface**
   Insert all the missing vertices and edges in $\Gamma$.

Note that the algorithm uses as much combinatorial information as possible: intersection computations are systematically restricted to the smallest possible cell of $\Sigma$, by using the $\tilde{e}m$ function. This improves both robustness and efficiency as compared to a pure geometrical solution. All the intersections are either sorted along edges (1D) or within facets of $\Sigma$ (2D). The only required geometric computations are the geodesic tracing algorithm (in step 1), sorting points along edges (in step 2.2) and segments intersections within facets (in step 2.3).

Figure 5 shows initially non-conform cut-graphs made conform by applying step 2 after each curve design.
Implementation details: From a practical point of view, each cell $\sigma$ of $\Sigma$ stores the list of cells $em^{-1}(\sigma) = \{\gamma | e\bar{m}(\gamma) = \sigma\}$ (in our implementation, each cell of $\Sigma$ has `std::vector` of pointers). To represent the cut-graph $\Gamma$, our implementation uses a classical graph data structure. The surface $\Sigma$ is represented by a halfedge data structure (see e.g. [2][6][20][16][4]). We use our implementation[10], that has the possibility of dynamically attaching information to the cells of the representation (the vertices of $\Gamma$ store $em$ and the cells of $\Sigma$ store $e\bar{m}^{-1}$).

Complexity: Let $n = |\Gamma|$ denote the number of cells of the cut-graph and $m = |\Sigma|$ the number of cells of the surface.

In our algorithm, the most costly step is the geodesic computation algorithm. The method we use (Chen and Han’s method) has $O(m^2)$ complexity. With the heuristic we use, this reduces to $O(m \log(m))$ (at the expense of not always returning the shortest geodesic, which is not problematic for our application).

Worst case complexity: For enforcing the strong embedding condition, there are two degenerate configurations: if the cut-graph is completely embedded in a single facet, the algorithm reduces to constructing a planar map of the cut-graph, with a worst-case complexity of $O(n^2)$ (see Figure 7-A). If the surface has two vertices with a high valence and the cut-graph connects these two vertices, the bottleneck is the stars intersection computation (intersection of two sets), which costs $O(m \log(m))$ (see Figure 7-B).

Average complexity: In real-life cases, the cut-graph and the surface have similar resolutions, which means that each facet contains at most one intersection of the cut-graph, and the complexity reduces to $O(n)$. In practice, all the examples shown in this paper run in less than one second.

4. Interactive toolbox for curve design on surface

To sketch the cut-graph, one needs to design curves on the surface. We present a toolbox for curve design which combines the vector and bitmap graphics paradigms. It allows sketching the cut-graph by mixedly using the tools. It has been inspired by some 2D graphics softwares which combine the two graphics paradigms to provide a convenient graphics design environment. We extended this mixedly-use idea from 2D graphics design to 3D mesh editing. However, this extension from 2D to 3D is not trivial since the data structure and algorithms presented in Section 3 which facilitate the embedding and incremental computation of the cut-graph is required for sketching on meshes.

4.1. 2D drawing

In 2D, drawing tools fall in one of the following two paradigms,

1. **vector graphics:**
   the user defines a curve by specifying a sequence of points of this curve. There are two ways to interpret this sequence of point to obtain a curve. One can either connect consecutive points by straight lines (geodesics) or interpolate the points to form curves using splines[7]. This method is good for defining regularly-shaped curves. Figure 8-A&B shows a letter of “S” designed using this approach.

2. **bitmap graphics:**
   by using a brush, one paints on a bitmap image, which represents the described shape by a set of pixels. Then, one can retrieve the border of this shape as a set of lines and curves. This method is preferred when drawing arbitrary curves. Figure 8-C shows the contour, with the use of spline, of the SMI2005 logo retrieved.

Figure 7. Configurations of worst case complexity.

Figure 8. Vector-graphics: A: curve vertices; B: vertices linked up by straight line segments; Bitmap-gaphics: C: SMI2005 logo in bitmap( top); the contour of the logo retrieved (using GIMP) from the logo (bottom).
Nowadays, more and more 2D graphics softwares, for instances, Canvas, CorelDraw and Flash, provide unified designing environment. Designers benefit from tools from the both paradigms. This evolution in the 2D world inspired us to extend this idea from the 2D graphics to 3D mesh editing.

4.2. The toolbox

This toolbox consists of tools from each of the two paradigms. One can mixedly use different tools to sketch the cut-graph on the mesh.

4.2.1. Vector-graphics tool: the user can design a curve on the meshed surface $S$ by defining a sequence of curve vertices $v_i \in S$, $i=1,...,n$ on the mesh surface. The curve vertices are not necessarily vertices on the mesh. Unlike in 2D, the segment between two vertices on a curve on a mesh surface is no longer a straight line but a geodesic (as shown in Figure 2-B). Consecutive points are linked by a segment calculated by our geodesic algorithm which will be detailed below. An example of the application of this tool is demonstrated in Figure 9.

Since our goal is to facilitate interactive mesh editing, we could not afford to use exact shortest path methods with quadratic complexity or even worse, especially for large meshed models. Though approximate methods find non-exact shortest path in a reasonable time, exact solution is always preferred. On the other hand, exact methods execute in reasonable time provided that the number of vertices is small enough even with their quadratic complexity.

Our heuristic works as follows: Provided that the starting and destination points on the mesh are not too far away one from each other, we can find an exact shortest path between these two points by restricting the search in a small local region. The method consists of two steps, we first find the Dijkstra’s shortest path, i.e. the shortest path along the edges of the mesh (as shown by the black curve in Figure 2-C), between these two points. Then, with this path, we find a ribbon-like neighbourhood (as shown by the orange region in Figure 2-C) along this path. Within this neighbourhood, we apply an exact method to find the shortest path between these two points. We use the implementation of the Chen and Han[5] provided by Kaneva and O’Rourke[14]. In this way, by limiting the number of vertices to the number of vertices in this band of neighbourhood, our method reduces the computation time enough to be used for interactive mesh editing operations even on large meshed models.

4.2.2. Bitmap-graphics tool: Through a 3D painting system (as demonstrated in Figure 10), which requires a parameterization [8] (mapping from 3D to 2D), users can paint directly on the meshed surface to obtain a desired form. Note that the parameterization does not need to be global (a local parameterization is sufficient). Only the interested region is parametrized to a single chart. Thanks to the parameterization, the painting is stored in a texture. After the painting is finished, the sharp edges on this image are detected and retrieved as a set of 2D curves. Again through the parameterization, these 2D curves are mapped back to a 3D cut-graph. Figure 10 demonstrates the results of trimming the chinese character using the bitmap-graphics tool.

4.2.3. Mixedly use of the tools: One can mixedly use the two tools introduced above to sketch a cut-graph. Figure 11 shows an example of sketching the cut-graph by using both the bitmap-graphics tool and the vector-graphic tool.

5. Conclusion

With the goal to facilitate interative mesh editing, a framework to sketch a cut-graph on a mesh for cutting is presented. This can be thought of as a generalization of 2D map sketching[1][9] to 3D meshed models. Using the proposed data structure, smooth cutting curves can be defined. Moreover, with the topological nature of the data structure, the desired cut-graph can be sketched after iterations of designing and erasing. During these iterations, the curve designing tools from both vector and bitmap-graphics paradigms can be used. Sketching the cut-graph on a mesh...
is particularly useful for shape modeling (see Figure 1, 9 and 10) and architectural (see Figure 5-C) applications.

In addition to be used manually by designers, the sketching concept may be applied to some automatic operations, for instance, given a cut-graph output from an algorithm of a mesh segmentation method, the jaggy borders between charts can be easily replaced by the geodesic paths (as shown in Figure 12) to give a texture atlas with smooth chart borders. This improves both texture mapping (by reducing boundary artifacts) and spline-fitting processes.

With the robustness and efficiency of the data structure and algorithms, the mesh cutting operation presented can serve the very important "infrastructural-block" role in a mesh editor.

6. Future Works

In future work, we will explore possible integration of other cut-graph design tools, such as splines as in [12], and templates, as in intelligent scissoring [19].

Another research topic concerns the generalization to objects of higher dimensions. The data structure we have defined, and the way to extend the \texttt{em} function is independent on the dimension. As a consequence, it is possible to use our approach to cut meshed volumes by surfaces.

In our approach, the cut-graph can self-intersect, and the intersections are efficiently retrieved. However, a limitation of our approach is that it requires a conform surface, i.e. the surface cannot self-intersect. Overcoming this limitation requires more complex data structures, since the embedding relation is not injective anymore. Designing a combinatorial data structure for non-conform configurations is another possible direction of research that we will explore. The result will facilitate the design of CSG operators for meshed shells.
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Figure 12. Creating a texture atlas with smooth boundaries. This improves both texture-mapping methods and spline reconstruction. Left: texture atlas with jaggy boundaries; center: texture atlas with geodesics; right: parameter space